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Subjective Metricization

q Spontaneous rhythm: Tendency to group undifferentiated
isochronous sequences into subjective groups or « rhythms » 
(Handel 1989)

q Observed in a wide range of tempi (IOI = 115 to 1,580 ms)

q Because grouping percepts may lead to mental representation of nested
hierarchical levels, London (2012) proposes the expression « subjective 
metricization »
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Methodological Issues

q Demand characteristics
q Verbal instructions (e.g., tapping with 4 fingers) suggestive of grouping

percepts (Bolton 1894)

q Response bias
q Limited range of possible responses (2 to 6 elements)

q Teaching demo feedback: Students reported hearing larger groups

q Experimental design
q No consideration of nested hierarchy (subjective metricization)



Objectives

q Investigate the variability of grouping percepts across 
listeners, and their metric implications

q Determine the influence of physical attributes (i.e., rate, 
grouping, accent)

q Explore the contribution of participants’ characteristics (e.g., 
gender, age, overall level of musical training)



Methods: Stimuli

q Block 1: Undifferentiated sequences (control)
q Isochronous series of tones (onset-to-offset interval = 50 ms)

q One variable: Rate (200ms, 550ms, and 950ms = 3 trials)

q Blocks 2 & 3: Differentiated sequences (test)
q Accent applied every 2 or 3 elements

q Three variables: Grouping, Accent, and Rate (2 x 3 x 3 = 18 trials)
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Methods: Procedure

q Online experiment (MARL platform)
q Convenience sample (N = 140; 97 completed the entire study)

q 39 trials presented randomly within each block
q Repetition of 18 differentiated sequences in Block 3 to test learning effect

q Perceptual task: « How many tones per group did you hear? »
q Forced-choice response: 1 to 12



Methods: Measures

q Grouping Response (GR)
q 1 to 12 tones per group
q 1 = no grouping

q Metric Type (MT): Categorical
q Pure Duple = GR 2, 4, 8, and 10
q Pure Triple = GR 3, 9
q Mixed = GR 6 and 12
q Other = GR 1, 5, 7, and 11

q Group Length (GL): Continuous
q GR × Rate (e.g., GR 4 × 550ms = 2,200ms)
q Minimum = 200ms; Maximum = 11,400ms



Methods: Participants (N = 140)

q Gender & age
q Population sample was gender balanced (W = 69)
q Age ranged from 17 to 73, with median of 27 (M = 30.7, SD = 13.08)

q Cultural background
q 62.1% resided in the United States (native = 55%)

q 66.4% reported English as native language (multilingual = 59.3%)

q Musical training 
q On a scale of 1 (none) to 5 (professional), mean level of overall musical 

training was 3.24 (SD = 1.31) 

q 40% of participants identified piano as main instrument; 15% did not 
play an instrument



Results: GR by Block

Overall (N = 4,194): 
GR 3 and 2 were most frequent, 
accounting for 32.1 and 28.6 %.

Block 1 (N = 415): 
GR 1 and 4 were most frequent, 
accounting for 36.9 and 30.6%. 

Blocks 2 & 3 (N = 3,779): 
GR 3 and 2 were most frequent, 
(34.9 and 30.5%), followed by 
GR 4 (9.4%), 6 (9.2%), 8 (7.4%), 
and 12 (4.1%); GR 9 (3 x 3) and 
10 (5 x 2) were rare. 



Results: GR by Block & Rate

Block 1:
GR 1 most frequent at 
slowest rate, while GR 4
most frequent at fastest 
rate.

Blocks 2 & 3:
GR 6, 8, and 12 most 
frequent at fastest rate, 
while GR 4 more evenly 
distributed.



Results: GL Histogram by Block



Results: GL by Block

Block ID (2 vs. 3), c2 (1, N = 3,779) = 11.27, p < .001. 



Results: GL by Grouping & Rate

Slower Rate 
gives rise to 
higher and more 
variable GL.

Triple Grouping 
results in wider 
spread around 
the median, 
especially at the 
slowest rate.



Results: GL by Grouping & Rate

§ Slower Rate gives rise to higher and more variable GL.

§ Triple Grouping results in wider spread around the median.



Results: GL Model

Linear mixed-effects 
model with Participant ID 
as random effect factor 
confirmed that Grouping
and Rate had larger 
effects on GL.

Accent and Block ID 
effects were small, with 
Intensity Accent and
Block ID 3 resulting in 
slightly longer groups.



Results: MT by Rate



Results: MT Model

Table 1: Model Input

A multinomial logistic regression model confirmed that Grouping had the 
largest effects on the probability ratio of observing a change from Pure Duple 
to Pure Triple, Mixed, and Other MT (in that order). 

Rate also had a significant effect, while the effects of Accent and Block ID 
were small to negligible.



Results: MT Model

The probability of observing 
Mixed MT was highest at the 
fastest Rate (200ms), and 
decreased with slower rates.

Intensity Accent increased the 
probability of observing a 
change from Pure Duple to 
Other MT.

Block ID 3 increased the 
probability of observing a 
change from Pure Duple to 
Mixed MT (learning effect).

Table 2: Model Output



Conclusion

q Findings
q Spontaneous rhythm: Not so spontaneous after all?

§ In the absence of physical grouping cues, perception of no grouping is
common and most likely at slowest rate

q Influence of tempo and grouping on perception of metric
hierarchy
§ Duple preference at higher level gives rise to mixed (compound) metric type

q Limitations
q Age and cultural background of population sample did not allow

for analysis of effects of participants’ characteristics
q Design did not allow for identification of boundaries of grouping

percepts



Discussion: Dissonant GRs

Post-hoc analysis revealed about 
5.5% of « dissonant » GRs in 
Blocks 2 & 3 combined (e.g., GR 
4 in Triple Grouping condition).

Larger percentages observed for:
• Women (72.7%)
• Triple Grouping (69.9%)
• Intensity Accent (48.3%)
• Rate 200ms (42.6%)

These could be due to:
• Response errors
• Hearing problems
• Grouping percepts
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